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Abstract

Multiple anchors are stressed with a multiple of synchronized hollow ram jacks (up to
seven in number).  Load is applied and distributed in a controlled manner to a series of
short fixed lengths (unit anchors) located at staggered positions within the overall fixed
length of 9 to 12 m.  This loading method allows monitoring of load, load loss, tendon
extension and permanent movement for each of the unit anchors.

In a test program, typically 4 to 7 sets of data are provided for each multiple
anchor and the load distribution and ultimate bond stress of each short section of the
fixed  length  can be  determined  accurately.   The  analysis  of  such data  has  led  to
advancement of the design process for fixed lengths for all anchors.

Introduction

It is widely acknowledged by researchers and anchor specialists that load distribution
over fixed lengths in conventional anchors is non-uniform (e.g., PTI, 2004).  The longer
the fixed length, the lower the average bond stress at the grout/soil interface and the
less  “efficient”  is  the  mobilization  of  available  soil  strength  (Ostermayer,  1974).
Modern techniques that employ a multiple of “unit” anchors in a single borehole have
allowed significant increase in anchor performance because the load is transferred to the
soil more efficiently over a multiple of short staggered fixed lengths.  Anchor capacities
of 5000 kN and design loads of over 2000 kN have been recorded on recent projects.  In
addition to  the  benefit  of  higher  capacity,  testing  of  multiple anchor  tendons also
provides  information on ultimate  grout/soil  bond stress  in  unit  anchors  founded at
different points within the overall fixed zone.  These additional data have been used to
develop an empirical equation that quantifies the efficiency of fixed lengths and may be
used to estimate capacity.
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Conventional Anchors

For conventional ground anchors, the tendon to grout bond length is generally similar to
the grout to ground fixed anchor length.  The elastic nature of the steel tendon heavily
influences the nature of the load transfer.  Typically, the tendon to grout bond capacity
is high, and the load distribution is controlled by the bond at the weaker grout to ground
interface.  Unfortunately, conventional test anchors are rarely instrumented to such a
degree that bond stress distribution may be determined accurately, and ultimate bond
stress may be precisely known.

Data Provided.  Trials on conventional anchors, typically having 6- to 12-m fixed
lengths, provide useful overall information but only limited data on bond stress:

· Load/extension data.
· Maximum Test Load sustained.
· Load loss or creep movements at load maxima.
· Movement associated with each load cycle.
· Progressive increase in apparent tendon free length with increase in load.
· Average value of bond stress at failure over the entire fixed length.

Guidance Provided by Test Data.  It should be noted that values of both calculated
tendon  free  length  and  exhibited  fixed  length  movements  are  apparent  only.
Movements  are  considerably  influenced  by friction induced during loading and by
negative friction on the strand during relaxation. For example, an anchor may indicate a
movement of, say, 12 mm after a load cycle and, by calculation from elastic properties,
an apparent free length of, say, 21.6 m (≡ 108% intended design free length of 20 m).
Such derived values do not indicate that an elastic frictionless tendon of length 21.6 m
has displaced the fixed length in the soil by 12 mm.  Tendon behavior due to friction
and  progressive  debonding  at  a  number  of  interfaces  is  very  complex.   The
interpretation of the influence of friction at various interfaces and at locations points on
the tendon can be determined from load/extension plots.  Martak (1979) recorded that
the magnitude of displacement measured during load reduction is heavily influenced by
frictional forces: the greater the friction the greater the exhibited movement and the
lower the calculated elastic length. Thus, it is generally inappropriate to draw definitive
conclusions from a movement value or consider apparent tendon free length as more
than a general acceptance criterion.

For  conventional  anchors,  it  is  common practice  to  define  performance  by
establishing the failure load.  However, there appears to be differences in the definition
of “failure load”.

Anchor bond performance may only be summarized as an average bond stress
because bond stress distribution is not quantified.  Neither the values of ultimate bond
stress over the peak load area (which may be as high as 750 kPa), nor the sliding
friction bond (which may be as low as 100 kPa) are determined. This lack of data leads
inevitably  to  difficulty  in  the  design  of  the  subsequent  production  anchors  with
differing fixed lengths.



Multiple Anchor System

The multiple anchor system typically incorporates several “unit” anchors in a single
borehole. Each of the unit anchors comprises its own tendon: typically with one, two or
three prestressing strands.  It has its own designated fixed length in the borehole over
which it transfers load at the grout/soil interface and its own stressing ram (Figure 1).
Each unit fixed length is designed to hold the same load (typically 400 to 1000 kN)
based on the combination of soil properties and grouting techniques used.  Each unit
anchor  is  loaded  simultaneously  to  Maximum Test  Load  to  confirm  satisfactory
behavior and compliance with specifications (Figures 2 and 3).

The multiple anchor system can be designed to exploit the load holding capacity
of layered soils within the bond zone, as opposed to a single conventional fixed length
that traverses the entire bond zone and distributes the load inefficiently.

Load Transfer Considerations.  Use of deformed individual prestressing strand allows
the  full  capacity  of  all  the  strands  to  be  transferred  to  the  anchor  grout  or  the
encapsulation grout, over a fixed length of about 2 m.  Failure in anchors with shorter
fixed lengths may occur due to pull out of the strand from the grout.  The use of shorter
tendon bond lengths with large physical deformations, such as an end plate, enhances
the tendon to grout load transfer mechanism but generally subjects the grout column to
high bursting forces which cannot always be contained by the soil.  Failure by bursting
of the grout column should also be avoided.

Figure 1.  A six unit test anchor at Natchez, Mississippi. Each “unit” anchor is stressed
simultaneously by its own stressing ram all coupled to a single hydraulic power pack.
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Figure 2.  A set of stressing results from a five-unit multiple anchor (no failure).
Each unit anchor presents its own load extension gradient controlled
by its own debonded tendon length (2.5 to 4-m unit fixed lengths,

with 18-m free lengths).
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Figure 3. For analysis each unit anchor load/extension graph is
reviewed individually to assess unit anchor performance and

establish values of ultimate bond stress of each unit where failure is induced.



The shortest effective tendon bond and grout/soil fixed length of unit anchors is
in  the  range of  2.0  to  2.5  m.   Over  such a  short  fixed  length,  the  grouted body
containing the bonded tendon is considered to act as a monolithic body and the load
transferred to the soil over this very short fixed length is considered to be uniform. At
failure,  the exhibited bond stress value is assumed to be equal to the ultimate bond
capacity (ult) attainable within that soil using the applied construction method.

Ostermayer et al. (2002) recommended that bond stresses mobilized at failure
over longer fixed lengths of 2.3 to 10 m may be considered as average bond stresses at
failure (avg).

Construction Techniques for Trial Anchors.   Typically,  two multiple  anchors are
installed and tested to establish ultimate bond stresses of a number of  2.3-m unit fixed
length distributed over say a 14-m overall fixed anchor. The shallower trial anchor may
contain 3 unit anchors, each unit with 3 or 4 strands to ensure strand capacity exceeds
the failure capacity of the grout/soil interface. Typically each unit fixed length will
assess the bond capacity of a 2.3-m fixed length, the 3 units being located from 0 to 7m
in the overall anchor fixed length. The deeper of the two trial anchors will also utilise 3
similar 2.3m unit bond length and will determine the distribution of soil bond capacity
between 7.0 and 14.0m along the fixed length.

Within the trial anchor bore an inflatable packer or a compressible pad wrapped
around the tendon is sited at the top of the investigated fixed length in order to prevent
load transfer into the grouted free length.

Load Testing to Failure.  Unit anchors are loaded by individual hydraulic hollow rams
that are coupled to the same hydraulic power pack to ensure synchronized loading of all
the unit  anchors in the  bore hole.   Load cycles, consistent with U.S. or European
Anchor Codes of Practice recommendations (PTI or EN 1537:2000), are applied to the
anchor.  Load loss, creep characteristics, and load/extension data at cycle load maxima
are recorded and plotted for each.

During loading of a multiple anchor, failure of a unit anchor along the grout/soil
interface unit anchor appears as a sharp change in gradient on the load/extension plot or
a point at which load cannot be maintained. Upon recognizing failure has occurred in
one unit anchor, the hydraulic valve to the associated ram is locked off.  Synchronized
loading of the remaining units then continues  until  all  units  have  exhibited failure
characteristics. All unit anchors are then unloaded to Alignment Load and movements
are recorded 

Failure capacities of unit anchors must be established from simultaneous unit
anchor loading .Application of load to individual units alone is invalid since interaction
between unit fixed lengths will exist. Typically the testing as described takes about half
a day, unless extended periods are required for creep monitoring.



Data Provided. Several sets of the following data are provided – one set from each unit
anchor:

· Load/extension data
· Maximum Test Load sustained
· Load loss or creep movement at each cycle maxima
· Progressive increase in apparent tendon free length with increase in load
· Movement associated with each load cycle
· Ultimate bond stress at the grout to soil interface

Supplementary Data Provided by Multiple Trial Anchors.  Testing of multiple anchors
provides the following additional data:

· Ultimate load of a 2.3-m fixed length at several depths in the soil bore
· Ultimate grout/soil bond stress at several depths
· Bond stress distribution in a single or a varied soil stratum
· Load holding or creep characteristics in individual soil strata.

Barley and McBarron (1997) presented typical data from a test anchor program
involving multiple anchors.  Many values of ultimate bond stress in differing strata
allowed  safe  design  and  ensured  that  no  failures  were  encountered  in  the  450
subsequent  production  anchors,  each  with  very  high  design  loads  of  2000 kN in
compacted granular fills and very dense silt.

Data from prior trials.  Research work investigating the effect of fixed length on the
capacity  of  anchors  in  a  homogeneous  stratum has  been  conducted  to  allow  the
evaluation of the efficiency of an anchor in mobilizing soil strength.

The Efficiency Factor (feff) = average bond stress at failure for 2.3-m fixed anchor
average bond stress at failure for longer fixed anchors

The following empirical equation was developed based on analysis of the data from this
study:

feff = 1.6L-0.57 (where, L = fixed length in meters)

Using this efficiency factor and the extensive data provided by multiple anchor trials in
differing strata, the capability to design anchors with differing fixed lengths is greatly
extended.
For example:

If a 2.3-m unit anchor in sandy clay exhibits an ultimate bond stress of 430 kPa,
what fixed length should be used for a conventional anchor with a working load of 360
kN, a factor of safety of 2.5, and a 200-mm-diameter borehole?

Τult =  x D x L x τult x feff  (Ostermayer et al., 2002)



where, τult = ultimate load
D = borehole diameter
L = anchor fixed length at grout/soil interface
τult = ultimate bond stress at grout/soil interface
feff = efficiency factor

For L = 6 m

feff = 1.6 (6 m)-0.57 = 0.58
τult =  x 0.2 m x 6 m x 430 kPa x 0.58 = 940 kN
Factor of Safety = 940/360 = 2.61

Alternatively, a multiple anchor requires a working load of 1000 kN and a factor of
safety of 2.5.  Use 4 units each with a working load of 250 kN, and lengths of 3 m (12
m total):

For L = 3 m  

feff = 1.6 (3 m)-0.57 = 0.86
τult =  x 0.2 m x 3 m x 430 kPa x 0.86 = 697 kN
Factor of Safety = 697/250 = 2.79

Summary

A single conventional trial  anchor provides adequate information to substantiate the
design  of  a  production  anchor  that  uses  the  identical  construction  technique  in  a
particular soil stratum. Values of failure load and average bond stress at failure may be
established and these data may also be considered appropriate to substantiate the design
of anchors installed at separate locations in similar or identical soil conditions.

The installation and testing of one or two trial multiple anchors can provide
more extensive data, such as values of failure loads and ultimate bond stress of several
unit anchors installed at various depths in the soil.  Unit anchors may be in the same or
in differing soil strata.

The information gained may be used in conjunction with a design approach that
acknowledges and quantifies the effect of progressive debonding, which can provide
considerable  advancement  in  the  knowledge,  the  understanding  and  the  design
capabilities for use in anchor technology.
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